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The menu of Treeline At The Lark from Bozeman includes 17 meals. On average, meals or drinks on the card
cost about $2.7. The categories can be viewed on the menu below. What Andrew G likes about Treeline At The

Lark:
If you think there is a better place to get coffee in town, you are wrong. Accept this reality. Their espresso is the

best in the valley, especially if you drink it neat. Sweet and fruity, must be a light roast. So good. read more. As a
customer, you can use the WiFi of the place at no extra cost. What Jeremy Zwillenberg doesn't like about

Treeline At The Lark:
Asked the barista if they had iced tea, to which she replied of course . Then after taking my $4 and telling me it 'll

be 1 minute, I stood there while she brewed some tea, poured it over ice, which of course melted the ice and
then served it to me as if that was a passing grade, about a 7 minute process. No explanation before taking my
payment. I let the employee know this wasn 't a proper business practice to which... read more. For breakfast,

you can enjoy a appetizing brunch at Treeline At The Lark, as much as you want, The customers of the
restaurant are also thrilled with the large variety of differing coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant offers.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
ICED TEA

Condiment�
SYRUP $0.5

No� Coffe�
TURMERIC ESPRESSO

Specialit� Beverage�
COLD BREW

Classi� Coffe�
MACHINE BREWED

Golde� El�ir (Ho� Drink�)
TURMERIC

Ho� drink�
6 OZ. CAPPUCINO $3.5

MILK ALTERNATIVE

TEA

Espress�
2 OZ. ESPRESSO $2.8

4 OZ. CORTADO $3.3

ADDITIONAL SHOT $1.5

Coffe�
MOCHA

ESPRESSO

LATTE

CAFÉ
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Opening Hours:
Monday 06:30 -16:00
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Wednesday 06:30 -16:00
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